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 I have been retired almost as long as I worked and this book will highlight that a successful
retirement is approximately so much more than money. Sign up for me as I show you how I
successfully navigated an early retirement after working in the Florida education program for
over three decades. Off The Clock will temper these fears and demonstrate that anyone can not
only retire, but retire young. Too many folks are paralyzed by the monetary responsibility of
retirement.Pension is a wish that everyone should enjoy.
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Idea provoking and timely. This book highlights the chance of early retirement without being a
millionaire.Hynes' humor and wit lightens his stories throughout. Vinny repeatedly stated that
early pension allowed him to spend more time with friends and family. Essential read. Although
his book fell way short concerning the monetary how-to retire early it did provoke believed on the
psychological preparation. A book that's informative and a lot of fun to browse.. I would suggest
this book to anyone who is complementing retirement. Hynes provided us the real value of
human relationships with friends and family. Great read! Hynes does it in style. Vinny Hynes did a
terrific job in telling us how to retire early with grace and far humor. The main advantage in
scanning this book is usually that it confirms what is possible for many average-making people.
He repeated this throughout his publication. Truly loved this fast read! Love this story about how
exactly to embrace pension! Makes me desire to retire NOW! Jeri C. Family! There is evidence its
not necessary a million dollars to retire! Creative tips about finances and an authentic feel for
what is really important. Heartfelt and original Easy read. Great quick read Great quick read. I
laughed and cried, came right down to what is important in life-FAMILY! I would suggest this to
anyone. Loved it! Quick read.. Fun Retirement Mr. The author retired at age 54, without collecting
social protection (although he did pull a pension). Five Stars
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